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DISCLAIMER
Involvement in foreign currencies, particularly cryptocurrencies such as trading or Lending
and loaning them can be a challenging and potentially profitable opportunity for investors.
However, before deciding to participate in this type of market, you should carefully
consider your investment objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite. Most
importantly, You can never lose money investing here since all invested funds are insured
by Allianz Se.

When you refer your family, friends and other community members to londotrade.com, you
are entitled to 5% direct bonuses on every deposit made by your downline. You do not
need to have an active deposit before you can earn from our investment program. For
second level , you will receive 2% affiliate commission and for third level you will get 1%
and 8%, 4%, 2% on Vip affiliate commission with minimum withdrawalf.
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ABSTRACT
Having a focus on creating true global in-discriminatory economic growth,
organizations, entrepreneurs, and investors need a sustainable ecosystem free from
the influence of regulatory agencies and malicious third-parties. As companies seek
ways to raise capital through ICOs, streamline operations by using blockchains,
enhance growth, and increase profitability, they need to determine the advantages
of establishing and managing a business in different locations worldwide. Most
significant barriers they face are hiring local talent, keeping up with innovation, the
increased cost of operating in foreign countries, corporate taxes, and government
regulations.

This document highlights the benefits of creating a business-oriented means with
LONDOTRADE. The digital asset sector and its leading constituent bitcoin, has been one
of the fastest growing and highest returning technologies in history. The disruptive
potential of the asset class and the investment opportunities this creates is a once in a
generation phenomenon. LONDOTRADE's sole mission, with full transperancy and with no
competing conflicts, is to provide institutional and family office investors with access to
what we believe will be the future leaders in this uniquely disruptive technolgy.

ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT

A BRIEF HISTORY OF BITCOIN
October 31marks the fen-year anniversary ofthe release ofthe Bitcoin white paper, which was
authored by Satoshi Nakamoto, and whose identity still remains a mystery.
In this relatively short period of time, Bitcoin has challenged the way modern society looks at global
finance and banking, and has been the catalyst for the birth of over a thousand different
cryptocurrencies as well as many more blockchain projects which we also earn profit from. Its history
has been full of highs and lows, as the volatile cryptocurrency has battled through years fraught with
controversy and success. With the release of the white paper, a movement was set in motion that has
left an indelible mark across a multitude of industries.
Coin telegraph takes a look at some of the most memorable and an infamous moment over the 10
years since Bitcoin was brought to like.

FORMATIVE YEARS
On Aug. J8, 2008, the Bitcoin.org domain was registered by an anonymous entity as a precursor to the
body of work that would describe the intricacies of the Bitcoin protocol.
This came to life with the publishing of the Bitcoin white paper on Oct. 3J, 2008. Titled “Bitcoin - A peer-

to-peer electronic cash system," the initial nine-page document was distributed on cypherpunk mailing
list in November 2008.
On Jan. 3, 2009, Nakamofo successfully created fhe Genesis Block, the hounding block of the Bitcoin
blockchain. The Genesis block was hardcoded into the Bitcoin software and the S0 BTC, which were
created, cannot be spent due to the way the code was written. The exact reasons for this aren’t known,
just another mystery to add to Satoshi’s story.
The average time between the creation of new blocks is J0 minutes, but it fook a full six days before the
next block was added to the Bifcoin blockchain, according to the fimestamps of those specific blocks.

BITCOIN MINING, TRADING & INVESTMENT
Bitcoin Trading as a major part of Digital Currency Exchange (DCE) is a form of crypto-assets oriented
business which allows Investors, Clients and Customers to exchange cryptocurrencies, electronic or
digital currencies for other assets, such as conventional fiat money or other digital currencies.

The process of adding these trading transaction records to Bitcoin's public ledger of past transactions is
called "mining" (and a "mining-rig" is a colloquial metaphor for a single computer system that performs
the necessary computations for "mining"). This ledger of past transactions is called the blockchain as it is
a chain of blocks.
The blockchain serves to confirm transactions to the rest of the network as having taken place. Bitcoin
nodes use the blockchain to distinguish legitimate Bitcoin transactions from attempts to re-spend coins
that have already been spent elsewhere.
The primary purpose of mining is to set the history of transactions in a way that is computational. By
downloading and verifying the blockchain, bitcoin nodes are able to reach consensus about the ordering of
events in bitcoin.

BOT TRADING
Back in 1949, Richard Donchian came up with the concept of an automated trading system when he came
up with a set of rules to buy and sell funds. Eventually, famous traders like John Henry began adopting the
concept of “rule-based trading” in the 1980s. Since then, trading bots have been popular in the market in
one form or another. However, these are usually pretty expensive and not available to average investors. The
Bloomberg terminal can cost more than $10,000.
There are two main use-cases for trading bots. Firstly, investors can use bots to make the whole process a lot
simpler and streamlined. The bots can take care of factors such as portfolio diversification, index
construction, portfolio rebalancing, etc.
The second use-case is a lot more complicated and advanced. In this case, the bot will try to beat the market
and consistently make profits. However, this approach requires a lot of research to be done beforehand.
However, the game has completely changed with cryptocurrency trading. The crypto market is open 24*7
and is highly volatile, which is why the need for bots is more prevalent than ever before. Since many people
choose to trade Bitcoin passively and are unable to dedicate the time required for dynamic market analysis.
As such, crypto trading bots will be beneficial for users to conduct efficient trading.

•

Arbitrage bots.

•

Market making bots.

•

Algorithmic trading bots.

•

Technical trading bots.

•

Profile automation bots.

Above is four Examples of Trading Robots _ Cryptocurrency trading bots can be very helpful in letting you
generate a profit from your investment. Also, it can take a lot of the stress, repetition, and boredom you
would have had to face if you were to do everything manually from scratch.
these bots don’t follow a “one-size-fits-all” approach. You need to carefully study them and zero-in on a
bots that fulfills all your requirements and this is situation for Our blockchain developers and Years of
financial markets Trading experience.

INTRODUCTION TO LONDOTRADE
What/Who is LONDOTRADE?
LONDOTRADE is a Digital Currency management company registered headquarter at 20 Farringdon Rd,
London EC1M 3HE, UK and Company Registration/LIMITEDNumber — 11417959.

LONDOTRADE is an entity created and operated on trading the decentralized digital ledger by one or
multiple human or Autonomous Agent - owners or a mixture of both that share a common purpose
and unites in order to focus their various talents and organize their collectively available skills or
resources to achieve specific, declared goals by using the most efficient Techno-mechanisms required.
The decentralized company owns capital and other, primary digital, assets. It can also collaborate with
other partners or businesses inside and oufside of the decentralized network — making it a highly
versatile entity.
Bot Trading as a major part of LondoTrade is a form of crypto-assets oriented business with written
Python instructions Called Robots which We Grow your Portfolio with top-rated investment opportunity
in cryptocurrency Trading and Blockchain Technology start-ups Portfolio Investment that is Coined
from our highly skilled analysts and traders. We are confident in our ability,Trading tools and expertise
to deliver as Agreed on contract. There are no risks involved as we properly and meticulously analyze
our investments and ensure that they yield profit, there are no risks for you Our Investors as we take
full responsibility of results and risk management. We keep a secure, safe and stable trading Bots that
is implemented to guard against losses and provide a soothing and Flexible Experience for our
customers.

LondoTrade officially kicked off 2017 but before then we provided lucrative investment services such as
An aircraft leasing company(AirLeaseLondon) from 1994 till 2005 as a Single Operating Firm which
evolved into this Multi Digital- Asset company managing a portfolio of conventional and alternative
assets .
There is a 8%, 4%,2% referral bonus For deposits in the vip solutions and a 10% funding bonus .
Basic solutions have 5% 3% 1% referral bonus and zero funding bonus.
For VIP SOLUTIONS, when you deposit on any plan on the Vip solutions. The company will award you
a 10% bonus to your account.
Example : An investor chose the Bronze package with minimum of $15,000 or any package in the VIP plan, the investor earns an instant $1500 bonus or the
silver plan with minimum $30,000 earns you $3000 instant bonus so on.

Why Choose LONDOTRADE?
•

Fast and automated processing (Trading and Investments) and Transactions

: LONDOTRADE provide(s) an

arbitration system for any given Trading, Investment or Exchange of Crypto-assets between two
parties (itself and another) which allows arbitrators to have all sorts of transactions processed
very quickly.

•

Professional team: Our team has extensive experience in blockchain technology and trading
mechanisms and flexible Alternatives that generate daily profits. Among Our Team is mix of
blockchain technical and operating knowledge and financial markets experience from top-tier global
investment banks such as Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan and Citi

•

Safety:We understand and focus on blockchain protocols, the potential multi-trillion dollar infrastructure of the
future.

•

Awards: Londotrade Often Holds annual conference where car and cash tokens are given to our
big investor and dedicated influencers where VIP investors with ateast 5-10 active VIP downlines
are car gifted and influencers with more than 50 names registered under their link get a cash
tokens.

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION

"

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF A
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Company Number: 11417959
The Registrar of Companies for England and Wales, hereby certifies that

LONDOTRADE LIMITED
Is this day incorporated under the Companies Act 2oo6 as a private company, that the company
is limited by shares, and the situation of its registered office is in England and Wales.

Given at Companies House, Cardiff, on 2ot^ May 2oo8.

*NO11417959*

THE OFFICIAL SEAL OF THE
REGISTRAR OFCOMPANIES

Companies House

Company House
The above information was communicated by electronic means and authenticated by
the Registrar of Companies under section of the Companies Act zoo6

THE DESIGN OF LONDOTRADE
Our platform, the LONDOTRADE platform
was designed to be user- friendly so as to make the functionality as
easy as any other.

The https://londotrade.com is the platform of Londotrade. The image
clearly shows the entry page or the home page of the platform. On
the right hand corner of this page, click on the options icon and you
will be graced with several options ranging from About Us through the
Contracts and then, the Login.
To become a member, visit: https://londotrade.com/?a=signup and you
will be redirected to a page where you will have to enter certain details
as required. These details range from your First Name, through your
Last Name, Email Address, desired Password and Confirm Password.
Once this has been completed, click on the “REGISTER" icon and your
account will be successfully created.
When your account has been successfully created, you will now be
redirected to your personal or user dashboard from where you will have to
purchase your desired Mining Contracts.
Mining Contracts are forms of investment portfolio which allows our users and shareholders to rent our
mining setups and rigs controlled by our designed bots. These rented rigs mine cryptocurrencies or coins
directly into our users' accounts on our platform and then on expiration of the contract, the
accumulated coins in the pool are sent to our users' offline wallets.

OUR
•

solution

Starter (500.00USD —999.USD Purchase Price)

ROI 7days 14%

•

CONTRACTS

2% Daily Return On Investmen

186Days Plan (Principal Inclusive)

Basic (1000.00 USD — 4,999.USD Purchase Price)

ROI 7days 19.6%

2.8% Daily Return On Investment

186 Days Plan (Principal Inclusive)

•

Pro (5,000 — 9,999.00USD Purchase Price)

ROI 7days 23.1%

•

3.57% Daily Return On Investment (ROI)

186Days Plan (Principal Inclusive)

4.00%DaiIy Return On Investment

365Days Plan (Principal Inclusive)

Silver (30,000 —49,999.00USD Purchase Price)

ROI 7days 35%

•

186Days Plan (Principal

Bronze (15,000.00 —29,999USD Purchase Price)

ROI 7days 28%

•

Daily Return On Investment (ROI)

Executive (10,000.00 —15,000USD Purchase Price)

ROI 7days 25%

•

3.30%

5.00%DOiIy Return On Investment

365 Days Plan (Principal Inclusive)

Gold (50,000 —150,000.00USD Purchase Price)

ROI 7days 42%

6.00%DaiIy Return On Investment

365Days Plan (Principal Inclusive)

•
•

Platinum (150,000.00 —5,000,000.00USD Purchase Price)

ROI 7days 45.5%

6.50 DaiIy Return On Investment

365 Days Plan (Principal Inclusive)

These packages are already available on our platform and are guaranteed fully operational with their
ROIs. A client is allowed to demand for a customized package but this form of package is only
available to premium members who have kept active accounts through various packages.

APPENDIX
LEGAL
This White Paper is an information document presenting Londotrade plans for the development of
Londotrade Investments in the future. Londotrade reserves the right to change these plans or refrain
from implementing them at its sole discretion.
The White Paper has not been prepared in accordance with any legal or regulatory acts and is not
subject to any legal or regulatory act in any jurisdiction to protect investors.
This document may contain “forward-looking statements" - that is, declarations related to events in the
future. These declarations often refer to the future business and organizational plans of Londotrade and
often include words such as “expect", “intend", “plan", “will", “would", “estimate", “forecast" or “aiming".
These declarations, by nature, relate to issues that are uncertain to a varying extent.
Londotrade cannot guarantee that any forward-looking declarations, historical data or experiments
carried out by the company or the expected results of the Londotradewill be associated with actual
facts or results in the future. Londotrade are not shares or any kind of securities.
They do not entitle to ownership or any participation in LONDOTRADE. company or any other
proprietary rights. They are only a means that can authorize investors to use it to acquire services
provided by Londotrade.

The English version of this White Paper is a basic and official source of information about the
Londotrade platform. All information contained herein can be always translated into other languages. It
can also be used for written or verbal communication with existing or future members of the
community, partners etc.
Due to translation or transmission of such information, part of the contents of this document may be lost,
their integrify may be compromised or the content may be misinterpreted. The accuracy of such
alternative ways of exchanging messages cannot be guaranteed.

IN there are any inconsistencies or contradictions between the translation or communication and this
White Paper, the provisions of fhe original document in English will prevail.

EVENTS IN VIEW
01— CAMPAIGN: Commence of online and offline

03 — TOKEN SALES AND AUCTION: Our tokens sale

campaigns including adverts and other forms of

and auction commence. This will give rooms for
our members to acquire and become bigger
shareholders in Londotrade

affiliate marketing programs to expand our reach from
grass roof level.

04 — HARDWARE SALES: Sales andinstallation ofourvery

02 — DEBIT/CREDIT CARDS: Design and issuance of our

own manufactured mining hardwares with discount prices

assets accessible debit and credit cards usable in any

to ensure that private bodies can easily set up their own

and all crypto feller machines commences.

mining rigs.

We are also working towards the design, building and installation of our Automated Teller Machines in hot spots
in most countries all over the globe, giving our users easy access Io operating their accounts at zero (0) charges.
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